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South Africa’s table grape industry has sharpened its focus
on quality and taste following its varietal makeover  
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Dané Joubert, senior 

marketing manager of 

Sun World International, 

has learnt that you must be able 

to manage relationships, show 

respect, have a learning mentality – 

with honesty, passion and vision – 

and have a tough skin to survive in 

the cultivar marketing game.

Joubert distills her work down 

to “bringing the Sun World story 

to life”. 

“I work closely with Sun World’s 

variety development, IP, global 

licensing and technical services 

teams to introduce, promote, and 

provide support to our licensees 

and retailers around the globe,” she 

says.

UNDERSTANDING 
THE BUSINESS
Joubert is no stranger to the table 

grape business and grew up on a 

fourth-generation table grape farm 

in one of South Africa’s best-known 

growing regions, the Hex River 

Valley. Being based in this region 

means Joubert is on the doorstep 

of South Africa’s table grape 

production – and from the start she 

has had an excellent understanding 

of the various perspectives of the 

industry, which is required to be 

successful in the new variety game. 

“From a producer point of view, 

you need to be selective and plant 

varieties you can trust. We have 

seen a lot of varieties come to 

market and many jumped quickly 

to plant without the required 

research and testing. Many of those 

varieties have been eliminated or 

replaced today at the expense of 

the grower,” Joubert explains.

She says growers are looking for 
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Women in Produce: 
Dané Joubert
Introducing growers and retailers to new varieties is a 

task that comes with a lot of responsibility, dedication, and 

leadership for Sun World’s Dané Joubert.

by Fred Meintjes
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varieties that are grower friendly. 

The Hex River Valley is a late region 

meaning varieties need to be rain 

resistant. The harvest time should 

be in the correct window and 

not competing with surrounding 

regions. Varieties also need to 

deliver good yields and have the 

post-harvest attributes required 

to endure long travel times from 

South Africa. The market needs to 

have a demand for the variety, and 

moreover, the variety needs to look 

and eat well.

Joubert notes these 

requirements are not unique to 

South Africa, with growers all over 

the world facing similar challenges.

Sun World’s latest varieties 

have powdery mildew resistant 

traits, which will play a critical 

role for growers facing the disease, 

minimising the number of spray 

applications needed and input cost.  

“From a breeder point of view, we 

at Sun World have been consistent, 

conservative, and responsible in 

our approach to breeding and 

commercialising varieties,” she says,

“We are perhaps the oldest table 

grape breeding programme and 

yet today we only have a handful 

trademarks released. Our approach 

is echoed by our motto ‘innovating 

boldly. commercialising carefully’.” 

Keeping the success of the 

grower and marketer in mind is 

important. One aspect is providing 

growers with the right amount of 

technical support to successfully 

grow Sun World’s varieties to meet 

the optimal quality requirements. 

“From a marketing perspective 

we, along with our licensed 

marketers, work together to build 

our brands through implementing 

the right strategies and producing 

the best quality grapes to represent 

the brands. Ensuring consistent 

quality is one of the major 

challenges our industry faces 

and it is a crucial part of building 

successful brands,” says Joubert.

SCIENCE OF 
BREEDING
Developing a new table grape 

variety is no easy task with 

breeders forced to predict what 

growers and consumers will 

want in ten or 15 years, but it is a 

challenge Joubert is passionate 

about.

“We want to deliver an 

exceptional eating experience 

for the consumer 52 weeks a 

year. Our team gathers insights 

across multiple disciplines 

such as variety development, 

agronomy, licensing and marketing. 

We look at the current global 

trends and the challenges and 

opportunities for agriculture 

including desertification, climate 

change, globalisation, and a 

continuing focus on human and 

environmental health, all of which 

can give us a hint of what the 

market and growers needs are and 

how they will evolve in the future” 

she says.

“When we get an exceptional variety such as 

Sugra35 – marketed under the Autumncrisp brand 

– it is a very fulfilling moment. It is a great variety 

and arguably the best green grape currently on the 

market. Having said that, even Autumncrisp has its 

growing challenges. We acknowledge that there is no 

perfect variety yet, hence the importance of carefully 

commercialising varieties and providing growers with 

the needed technical support.”

The standard set by Autumncrisp is one Sun World 

will be striving to match across its entire portfolio. 

“Imagine that in the future we can develop an 

Autumncrisp-like variety in all three colours, which 

are more grower friendly – requiring less hand labour, 

are more post-harvest, rain and disease resistant and 

require fewer inputs which will, in turn, saves costs for 

the grower allowing them to make more profits. That 

would be a winner!”

More immediately there are a number of new 

Sun World varieties showing positive signs including 

Sugra53.

“In today’s world less is more, so although I can 

highlight many of our pipeline varieties, I will mention 

only one that many growers around the world are 

excited about. It is an early season red variety called 

Sugra53, which has the potential to replace Flame 

Seedless,” says Joubert. _
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